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CONSTRUCTING MANIFOLDS BY HOMOTOPY EQUIVALENCES II

Browder-Novikov-Wall Type Obstruction to Constructing PL- and
Topological Manifolds from Homology Manifolds

HAJIME SATO

(Received June 17, 1974)

0. Introduction. Let M be a homology manifold of dimension n ^ 5.
If dMΦ 0 , suppose that a neighborhood of dM is a PL-manifold. In
the previous paper [8], we have defined the obstruction λ(Λf) =

where £ίf* is the group of 3-dimensional PL-homology spheres modulo
those which are the boundary of an acyclic PL-manifold. If the obstruc-
tion vanishes, then M is pseudo cellular equivalent and simple homotopy
equivalent to a PL-manifold with the same boundary. In this paper, we
search for a PL-manifold or a topological manifold which is simple
homotopy equivalent or (π19 iϊ^-equivalent to M. We call a map a
(π19 i2*)-equivalence if it induces isomorphisms of the fundamental groups
and the homology groups of all dimensions.

We have a surjective homomorphism

Let β: Hn-4(M; Z2) —* JEΓΛ_β(ikf; Z) be the integral Bockstein homomorphism.
Then we have the composition

βoi+i Hn.4(M; JT 3) - Hn.6(M; Z) .

This composition was firstly considered by Sullivan [20].
Our first theorem is as follows.

THEOREM 1. // the obstruction

is zero, and if a surgery obstruction in the Wall group

LMM), ω)

is zero, M is relatively simple homotopy equivalent to a PL-manifold
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N with dN = dM.

If we search for (πlf ii*)-equivalent PL-manifolds, the situation be-
comes simpler.

THEOREM 2. // the obstruction

is zero, M is relatively (πu H ̂ -equivalent to a PL-manifold N with
dN = dM.

The vanishing of the (πlt iϊ^-surgery obstruction for any normal
map is due to Cappell-Shaneson [2] if n is odd. But in the even dimen-
sional cases, it is complicated in general.

If we aim at constructing a topological manifold, the bundle type
obstruction vanishes. Suppose that a neighborhood of dM is a trian-
gulated topological manifold if dM φ 0 . We have the following.

THEOREM 3. Let n be even or odd integer greater than 4. If n is
odd, suppose that a surgery obstruction is the Wall group

LMM), ω)

is zero, then M is relatively simple homotopy equivalent to a topological
manifold N with dN = dM.

The author does not know an example of odd dimensional homology
manifold which has non-zero obstruction of Theorem 3 in LKjz^M), ω)
nor in L^π^M), ω).

Further we have

THEOREM 4. M is always relatively (πlf H^-equivalent to a topologi-
cal manifold N with dN = dM.

If we regard M as a Poincare complex, we have already the Browder-
Novikov theory. We meet with the two sorts of obstructions, one for
the lifting of the Spivak-fibration to the PL or topological bundle and
the other the surgery obstruction. Our results say that the Spivak
fibration of a homological manifold has a lifting to a topological bundle
and shows the vanishing of the homology surgery obstruction and the
vanishing of even dimensional Wall obstruction to the construction of
simple homotopy equivalent topological manifold.

The vanishing of /3°i*(λ(ikf)) is necessary for the construction of
(πlf iϊ*)-equivalent PL-manifold, for by a result of Browder [12], two
(πu iϊ^-equivalent Poincare complexes have the same Spivak fibrations.

Our result has an application to the uniqueness problem of two
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pseudo-cellularly equivalent PL-manifolds. The result for the bundle
type obstruction is announced by Sullivan in [20].

Further we note that the same methods work for homotopy manifolds.
We have the same result if we replace £ίf* by Θ3 the A-cobordisms class
group of 3-dimensional homotopy spheres (cf. [19]).

The author wishes to express his sincere thanks, first to Mr. Takao
Matumoto for giving many helpfull advices and correcting mistakes some
in the early period of this work, when the author studies only homotopy
manifolds, and one in the manuscript of [8], second to Professor Tamura
for general encouragement.

The results of this paper have been announced in [23].

1. Lemmas on homology surgery. Let (Xlf Γi) and (X2, Y2) be two
pairs of finite simplicial complexes. A map

f:(Xu YJ^(X2f Y2)

is called a (πlf iϊ*)-equivalence if

U^(Xlf Yd^πάX*, Y2)
U H3{Xlf Yj Z) -» Hj(X2, Y2; Z)

are isomorphisms for all j . By the theorem of Whitehead, if the pairs
(Xj, Yj) are simply connected, (ττlf .fl^-equivalence is a homotopy equiva-
lence.

Let (Mf dM) be a compact PL-manifolds pair and let (X, Y) be a
simple Poincare complex pair of dimension n ^ 5. Let vM be a stable
normal bundle of M and let rj be a stable PL bundle over X. Let (/, /)
be a normal map

/ : VM > V

i I
/: (M, dM) > (X, Y) .

It means that / is a degree one map and / is a bundle map covering /.
We assume that /1 dM induces a (πl9 iϊ*)-equivalence. We can perform
a finite sequence of surgeries on M fixing over dM to make / A-connected
provided 2k < n (cf. Wall [11] or § 2 of Cappell-Shaneson [2]). Our situa-
tion is a special case of Cappell-Shaneson [2].

PROPOSITION 1.1. If n is odd ^ 5 , (/, /) is normally cobordant
rel dM to a normal map (/', /') such that f is a (πlf H^-equivalence.

PROOF. By Theorem 15.4 of Cappell-Shaneson [2], the obstruction
lies in Ln(e) which is zero since n is odd.
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If n = 2k ^ 6, we can define the surgery obstruction

σ(f,f)eZ if k = even

e Z2 if k = odd

which is the index and the Arf-Kervaire obstruction respectively by the
same way as in the 1-connected case (Browder [1] or § 1 of [2]).

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let n = 2k ^ 6. We assume one of the following
conditions

2) X is homotopy equivalent to a bouquet of Sι.
Then if σ(f, f) = 0, (/, /) is normally cobordant rel dM to a normal
map (/', /') such that f is a (π19 H^-equivalence.

PROOF. Under the condition (1), it is well-known. Assume (2). Since
k ^ 3, Hk(X) Z) = 0, the kernel group

Kk(M) = Ker {/*: Hk(M; Z) — Hk(X; Z)}

is isomorphic to Hk(M) Z). We want to kill the group Kk(M). By the
Poincare duality, Hk(M; Z) is finitely generated and free. Since the map
/ is fc-conhected and πg(X) = 0 for j ^ 2, π5(M) = 0 for 2 ^ j ^ k - 1.
Then the classifying space Biπ^M)) is constructed from M by attaching
cells of dimension greater than k + 1. Since homology group HjfaiM); Z)
of π^ikf) with trivially acting integer coefficient is isomorphic to

); Z), we have the exact sequence

πk(M) - Hk(M; Z) - H^M)', Z) - 0 .

Since TΓ îlί) is a free product of free groups of one generator,

Hhfa(M); Z) = 0

for k ^ 2. So the Herewicz homomorphism

is surjective. By Lemmas 7.1, 8.4 of Kervaire-Milnor [6] and Lemma 9
of Milnor [7], we can do the surgery to kill Hk(M; Z) if the obstruction
σ(f, f) vanishes.

Remark that by the plumbing theorem [1, II 1.3], if Y'Φ 0 , we can
always sum the plumbed manifold so that the obstruction vanishes.

Later we use the case under the assumption (1) or (2) of Proposition
1.2 even in the case when n is odd. In such cases we can prove Pro-
position 1.1 by the method of Kervaire-Milnor [6] without using Gappell-
Shaneson's theorem.
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2. Trivialization lemma. Let Sk = dAk+1 be the boundary of a typi-
cal (k + l)-simplex. To any simplex τv of dAk+\ we have the dual cell
D(bτ) of the barycenter bτ of τ. Then D(bτ) = D r is a A-cell and we have
the cellular decomposition

The number of p-simplexes of Sk is

CJίϊ = (k + 2)!/(* + 1 - p)! (p + 1)! .

Let us denote by Sk

p) and S& the union of dual cells Dτ such that dim
τ ^ p and dim r ^ p respectively. Then we have

Sk = Sk

{1)u( U Dr).

Since the number of cells Ώτ for dim τ ^ 2 is equal to

we have the (^(Λ) + 2)-ad

(s*,Sf1)f U

We call the decomposition

Sk = Sfc, U ( U Dv)

the canonical mod 1-skeleton cellular decomposition.
Obviously we have

LEMMA 2.1. 7ΓI(S?D) is a free product of free groups of one generator
and πj(Sk

ω) = 0 for j ^ 2.

Now let (M, M{1), U Mτ) be a (?>(fc) + 2)-ad of PL-manifolds such that
M is (n + fc)-dimensional. Let Hn be an ^-dimensional homological ho-
mology sphere(*} and let Sk be the natural sphere. Let CHn be the cone
of Hn. We have the (φ(k) + 2)-ad of homology manifolds

(CHn x Sk, CHn x Sk

1)9 U CHn x Dτ)

and its boundary

(Hn x Sfc, ffΛ x S(

fc

1}, U ^ x A )

PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose given an (n + k + l)-dimensional PL-
manifold N with dN = M and a normal map (/, /)

(*) By a homological homology sphere, we mean a homology manifold whose integral
homology is isomorphic to that of the natural sphere.
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ft v* » V

I J
/: (N, M, M{1)9 U Mr) > (CHn x Sk, Hn x Sk, Hn x Sh

ι)9 U H* x A )
such that f I Jkf induces a (πlf H ̂ -equivalence of (φ(k) + 2)-ads, where vN

is a stable normal PL-bundle and rj is a stable PL-bundle.
If n + k + 1 is an odd integer greater than 4, (/, /) is normally

cobordant rel M to a normal map (g, g) where

fir: UN, JV(ι), U Nτ), (M, AΓ(1), U M,) -

{(CίίΛ x Sfc, CίίΛ x Sfυ, U CiίΛ x A), (JET* x S*, i ί Λ x Sfυ, U ί ί Λ x A)}

is α (π l f H^-equivalence of pairs of (φ(k) + 2)-ads and (N, JV(1), U AQ is
α (̂ (Λ) + 2)-ad of PL-manifolds.

If n + k + 1 is an even integer greater than 5, then there exists a
pair of PL-manifolds (Z7, dU — Sn+k) and a normal map (h, h): (U, Sn+k) —•
(Dn+k+\ Sn+k), h I Sn+k being the identity, such that (f iL h, f JL h) is
normally cobordant rel M to (g, g) where g is a (πl9 H^-equivalence of
pairs of (φ(k) + 2)-ads.

Especially if the global (πlf H*)-surgery obstruction σ(f,f)eLn+k+1(e)
is zero, (/, /) is normally cobordant rel M to a (πlf H^-equivalence of
pairs of (φ(k) + 2)-ads.

PROOF. We will prove by the induction of k. Nothing is to be
proved for k = 1. Assume the proposition for k — 1. We will prove
the proposition for k. We will change / on the inverse image of
f~1(CHn x Dτ) inductively from the higher dimension of τ. Suppose we
have obtained a normal map which is (πu iϊ^-equivalence of ψ(p + l)-ads
on f~ι{CHn x SkG+ϊ)) for p + 1 ;> 2, where f{p + 1) denotes the sum of
dual cells in Sk which is contained in Sk

{j+ί)> but which does not meet
with S?!,. Let τ be a ^-simplex. Then Dτ Π Sk

(ΊΓΓ» = Dp x S^'1. By
the transversality theorem, we may suppose that (/, /) is transversal on
d(CHn x Dτ). Let (/', /') be the restriction of (/, /) on (f~ι{CHn x dDτ),
f~\Hn x dDτ)). We have

dDτ = Dp x S1*-*-1 U S2'"1 x Dk~p

CHn x dDτ = Cff* x ΰ p x S*"3'-1 U CίίΛ x S*-1 x i) f c-p

H Λ x dDτ = Hn x Dp x S^"^1 U iί9 1 x S 5" 1 x D*-* .

Since we assumed that / ' is already (πlf iϊ*)-equivalence on f~ι{CHn x
Dp x SA"P"1), it is a (TΓ^ ίί^J-equivalence on the inverse image of

CHn x Dp x S4"1'-1 U ί ί Λ x ΰ p x ί?fc-3) .
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We have

d(CHn x Dp x S"-*-1 U Hn x Dp x 2)*"')

= (CHn x S*-*"1 U # Λ x £>*-*) x S*-1 .

Obviously CHn x S*-*"1 (j -ff* x 2?fe~p is a homology sphere. The restric-
tion of / ' on (CHn x S*-*-1 U Hn x J9fc-p) x S^"1 is a (π19 inequiva lence
of φ(p - l)-ad. Note that

d(CHn x Dτ) - Int (CίίΛ x f l p x Sk~p~ι U Hn x Dp x Dk~p)

= CίίΛ x Dk~p x S*-1.

Hence d(CHn x Dτ) - Int (CHn x Dp x S*-''1 U Hn x Dp x Dk~p) is homot-
opy equivalent to

C(CHn x S1*-'-1 U Hn x Dk~p) x Sp~ι.

Since p — 1 5* k — 1, we can apply the assumption of the induction to
the cobordism on

(d(CHnxDτ) - Int (CHn x Dp x S ^ " 1 U Hn x Dp x Dk~p),

(CHn x S"-'-1 U Hn x Dk~p) x S*-1) .

Note that (/', / ') is cobordant to zero. Hence by the cobordism property
(II 1.5 of [1]), the obstruction (/', / ; ) is zero. Consequently (/',/') is
normally cobordant rel d(M — Mτ) to a (πu if*)-equivalence of (φ(p — 1) +
2)-ad. We have obtained a normal map (/", / " ) on {CHn x (Sk - Int Dr),
Hn x (Sk — Int Dτ)} which is (πlf fiΓ*)-equivalence on the inverse image of
CHn x dDτ. Since d(CHn x Dτ) is a simply connected homology sphere,
f"~\d(CHn x Dτ)) is a natural sphere, since the dimension is greater than
4. Attaching a disc, we obtain a parallelizable manifold. We can extend
the normal map on {CHn x Sk, Hn x Sk}. The new normal map (/(3), / ( 3 ))
and the original normal map (/, / ) may diίfer in the interior of
f~ι{CHn x Dτ) in the framed cobordism sense. Since the pair {CHn x DT,
d(CHn x Dτ)} is simple homotopy equivalent to a PL-manifolds pair, the
difference lies in

[CH* x DMCH* x A), F/PL] = πn+k+1(F/PL)

= Ln+k+1(e)

(10.6 of [11]). Consequently, by the plumbing theorem [1], we have a
normal map (hΐf hτ): (Uτ, Sn+k)-*(Dn+k+1, Sn+k), h \ Sn+k being the identity,
such that (/ Ji hτ, f JL K) and (/(3), / ( 3 )) are normally cobordant. The
extension of (πlf iϊ*)-equivalence on f~ι(CHn x Sfυ) is quite the same, for
by the Lemma 2.1 and Propositions 1.1, 1.2, the (πlf .ff^-surgery obstruc-
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tion is equal to the surgery obstruction of simply connected manifolds.
We have a normal map (Λ(ι), K{ί)): (Uω, Sn+k)-*(Dn+k+1, Sn+k) such that

(/ JL ( JL K) JUL Λ(ι), / JL (JL K) JL K{ί))

is normally cobordant to the required map. The global surgery obstruc-
tion σ(f, f) is equal to -(τ((JL hτ) JL Λ(1), (iL £r) JL h{1)). Hence the last part
of the proposition follows.

REMARK. Let # be a vertex of dAk+1 and let c{x) be the union
of D(τ) for all τ such that r ^ x. The union Z>(α) U (U*>x D{σ)) and
c(#) gives the cellular decomposition of Sk which is isomorphic to the
decomposition

S° x Dk U D1 x S*-1 = S ° x ΰ k U ΰ 1 x ( U i)*"1) ,

where S*"1 = (J D1*'1 is the canonical decomposition. Similarly we have
the (φ(k - 1) + 3)-ad

(Sfc, S° x Dk, D1 x Sfirι

f U D1 x A""1)

The Proposition 2.2 holds if we are given a (TΓ̂  fZ*)-equivalence of
(φ(k — 1) + 3)-ads on Hn x Sk. We can surgery modulo a plumbed mani-
fold to a (TΓi, £Γ*)-equivalence of pairs of (φ(k — 1) + 3)-ads.

3. A lemma concerning 4-dimensional homology spheres. Let M
be a (4 + ^)-dimensional PL-manifold for q ^ 2 which satisfies the follow-
ing conditions.

1) M is homotopy equivalent to H* x Sq where H* is a 4-dimensional
homological homology sphere.

2) Λf is the boundary of parallelizable PL-manifold N such that the
pair (N, M) is homotopy equivalent to (H* x D9+1, H4 x Sq).

3) The generator of Hg(S9) in Hq{M) is represented by an embedded
Sq whose normal block bundle is trivial. Under these assumptions, we
prove the following.

PROPOSITION 3.1. M is the boundary of parallelizable manifold W
such that (W, M) is homotopy equivalent to (CH* x Sq, H* x Sg).

PROOF. Let /: M-+H* x S9 be a homotopy equivalence and let
c:H'-+S4 be the map obtained by collapsing the outside of an embedded
disc in H*. Let h = (c x id)of: M—>S4xS9 be the composition. Then
h is a homology equivalence. Let xίf , xa be a finite set of generators
of TΓ^JΪ*). Let φί9 , φa be embeddings of S1 x D9+s into JlίΛ with disjoint
images representing xί9 •••, xa respectively. We use ψl9 "-,φa to attach
a handles to I x M along (1) x M. Let
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Vo = I x M + (φx) + + (φa)

be the resulting (q + 5)-manifold. We may assume that the embeddings
Φι, •••» Φa have been chosen so that Vo is parallelizable. Since S* x Sg is
1-connected the obstruction of the extension of h on (0) x M to whole of
Vo is zero, since it lies

H2(V0, M π^S'x Sg)) = 0 .

Let h0: V0-+S4 x Sq be the extension. Let NQ = 3 F 0 - ( 0 ) x M. It is
easy to see that

l(0) i() for 3 ^ ΐ ^ ? + l .

We have

H2(N0) = H2( Vo) = HUK) = H2(S<) © Zα .

Represent the α-generators of H2(N0) which do not come from H2(Sg) by
disjoint embeddings of S2 x Dq+2 in iV0. Attaching the handles ψ19 , ^ α ,
we have

We can do this so that Fx is parallelizable. We can extend h0 on Vo to
Fi to a mapping Ax: V1-^ S* x Sq since the obstruction element vanishes.
Let N, = SVi - (0) x ikf. We have

Further the restriction of hγ on Nt induces the isomorphism of homology
groups. Since iVΊ and S4 x Sg are 1-connected, hx \ Nγ determines a homotopy
triangulation of S* x Sq. Denote by hT(S4 x Sg) the set of concordance
classes of homotopy triangulations of S* x Sg. By Sullivan [9], we have

hT(S< x Sg) = [S4 V Sg, F/PL] = π,(F/PL) © πq(F/PL) .

In our case the invariant in π4(F/PL) vanishes by the assumption 2) and
one in πq(F/PL) vanishes by the assumption 3). Consequently the mani-
fold Nt is PL-homeomorphic to S4 x Sg. It is the boundary of D* x Sg.
Let W be the attached manifold

W = V, U D* x Sg .

Since V1 is parallelizable, we can attach Dδ x Sq so that W is parallelizable.
By an easy computation, we have
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The map /: Λf— H4 x Sq can be extend to a map g: W-> CIΓ x Sq which
gives a homotopy equivalence of the pairs

g: (W, M) — (CH< x Sq, H< x Sq) .

More generally we have the following, which is not necessary for
our purpose. Suppose q ^ 1. Let

1)', 2)' be conditions as follows
1)' M is (π19 iϊ*)-equivalent to H* x Sq where H* is a 4-dimensional

homological homology sphere.
2)' M is the boundary of parallelizable PL-manifold N such that

the pair (N, M) is (πl9 .fl^-equivalent to (H4 x Dq+1, H* x Sq).

PROPOSITION 3.2. Under the assumptions 1)' and 2)', M is the bound-
ary of a PL-manifold W such that (W, M) is (πlf H^-equivalent to
(CIΓxSq,H4 x Sq).

PROOF. Let η be the Spivak fibration of CH* x Sq. Since the restric-
tion of η over H* x Sq is also a Spivak fibration of H* x Sq, the normal
PL-bundle of M gives a lifting of ^ to a PL-bundle over H* x S*. The
obstruction of the extension of this lifting over CH* x Sq lies in
H\CH* x S9, IT x S9; π,(F/PL)). But this vanishes by the condition 2)'
and by the result of Browder [13]. Consequently, the fibration η has a
lifting to a PL-bundle over CHA x S*. Hence it has a degree one normal
map from some PL-manifold. Since π^CH* x Sq) = Z or 0, by the result
of § 1, we can do the surgery modulo a plumbed manifold. Hence we
obtain the desired manifold W.

4. General schema of construction of PL-manifold. We decompose
a homology manifold M of dimension n as in [8]. We call the dual cell
D(σ) = D(bσ) — Do i-handle if σ is (n — ί)-simplex. We denote by Mt

the union of i-handles. Let

Mφ = \JMt.

Then we have

M=\JM<= M{n).

Let σ > τ be ^-dimensional and g-dimensional simplexes respectively. We
define an (n — l)-homology submanifold D(σ)M of dD(σ) to the intersection
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D(σ)M = D(σ) n JD(τ) .

If i < n — q, we define (n — l)-dimensional homology submanifold M
and Mw(τ) of dMlτ) and dMM(τ) by

Jlίt(r) = Mt Π Z>(r)

Af«,(r) = Mu) Π 2?(r) .

Note that dD{σ) = {Mn^_, n £(σ)) U (Ur<. £>(σ)(r))

Λf,..,-!, Π Dip) s LΛ(<τ) x Z>"

U JD(<x),r. = (CLA(ff)) x S"-1

= (CLk(σ)) x U DΓ1

where Sv~ι = \JT<a D?~ι is the canonical decomposition. We have

Lk(σ) x Dp = Λf,..,-!, Π i?(σ)

_ » = u
j&n-p-l μ>σ

= U CLk(μ) x Dr~p~ι X Dp .
μr>σP

On the boundary dM{i), we have the decomposition

3Λf<i) = U Af«>(tf)

σ moving all j-simplexes for j <n — i.
In this paper, for i <̂  w — 3, we will inductively construct PL-

manifolds

where E{σ) is a contractible manifold with dE(σ) decomposed by PL-
submanifolds as

dE(σ) = (#<*_!, Π E(σ)) \J E(σ)ω \J

and a map

which satisfies the following conditions, for all k ^ i,

*) ί(i) |: (N{k-D n JE7(CΓ), aίJVifc.!, n #(0-)) -»(Λf(*-u n -D(̂  ), d{M{k-D n z)(<7)

is a simple homotopy equivalence,
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*) *<«> I {(dE(σ) - N{k-ι} Π E{σ\ E(σ)(ι), \J E(σ)M) ,

(d(dE(σ) - N^ n E(σ)\ E(σ)ω n ΛΓ(4.1)f U W w Π N{k^)}

-> {(CLkσ x Sn-k~\ CLkσ x SΓ1T*"1, U CLkσ x £>r) ,

(Lfcσ x S -*-1, Lkσ x Sfc *-1, U Lkσ x A)}

is a (ττlf i2*)-equivalence of pairs of (φ{n — k — 1) + 2)-ads and is a simple
homology equivalence over Ziπ^Lkσ)) of pairs of (<p(w — k — 1) + 2)-ads.
(See [2] for the definition of simple homology equivalence.)

We call the pair (t(i)9 NH)) a piece wise-linearization of MH)9

dE(σ) - N(k - 1) Π E(σ) = (E(σ)ω)\J(\J E(σ)M) the cellular decomposition
mod 1-skeleton and E(σ){τ) the attaching places.

If t(<): NU)*-+ MH) satisfies (*) and (**), we have;

LEMMA 4.1. t(i):(Nik), dN{k))—+(M{k), dM(k)) is a simple homotopy
equivalence of pairs for k ^ i.

PROOF. We prove by the induction of k. Since n — k — 1 ^ 2,
{dE(σ) - tf^, n E(σ), d(dE(σ) - ^ . . ^ Π E(σ))} and {CLfcσ x fif-*"1, Lkσ x
gn-fc-ij a r e s i m p i e homotopy equivalent by **). Since both E(σ) and D(σ)
are contractible, the proof is straight by using the condition (*).

LEMMA 4.2. // tH) \ is (πlf H^-equivalence of pairs of (φ(n — k — 1) +
2)-ads and if t(<) | dE(σ) Π iNΓ(fc-i) is a simple homology equivalence of
(φ(n — k — 1) + 2)-ads over Zζπ^Lkζσ))), then t(<) satisfies the condition **).

PROOF. Hά(dE(σ) - 2^(Jk.1} n ^(cr); Zί^Lfcίσ))) = Hj(CLkσ x
Z{πx{Lk{σ))) s H5(Sn-k-u, Z), the proof is obvious.

LEMMA 4.3. Le£ dim τ = w — i — 1. Then

( U ^ ) c r , , S(U ^ ) c r , , U JS?(σ)(ι,, U ( U E{σ)
\a>τ \σ>τ o>τ γ \σ>τ>r

x ΰ - ' - 1 , LA Γ x S*-'-2, LA Γ X S^T*-2, Lkτ x

is a (πlt H^-equivalence and simple homology equivalence over Z(πJJjkτ))
of (φ(n - i - 2) + S)-ads.

We denote U»>r E(σ)M by JV(4)(r).

REMARK. If dim τ = n — i — 1 ^ 3 ,

««.: ( U #(σ) l r» 9(U jS(σ)«r,)) —(LAw x D"-*-1, LA r x
\σ>r \σ>r / /

is a simple homotopy equivalence of pairs.

PROOF. We have the decomposition
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U D(σ)lτ) = Lkz x D"-'-1

= U CLk(σ) x Z>*-*-1 x D"-'-1 .

It is easy to see that t(i) is a (πlf iί^-equivalence by the repeating ap-
plication of the condition **). The simpleness over Ziπ^Lkiz))) comes
from the fact that Lkz is inductively constructed by attaching the cone
over Lkσ for all σ > z.

LEMMA 4.4. Let ί ^ n — 4 and let

tU): NH)—»M{i)

be a pίecewise linearization. Suppose we have a pair of (φ(n — i — 2) +
2)-ads

{(F, Flι)9 U Fr), (dF, dFω, U dFr)}

with

(dF, dF{i)9 U dFr) = (d(\J E(σ)Λ (J E{σ)ω, U ( U S(σ)
\ \σ>τ / σ>τ 7 \a>τ>r

and a (πu H^equivalence of the pair of (φ(n — i — 2) + 2)-ads

nτ: {{F, Fω, U Fτ\ (dF, dFω, \J dFτ)}

— \(CLkz x Sn~l-\ CLkz x Sΐv*-2, CLkz x U D?

(Lkz x S^-*-2, LΛτ x S^-2, Lkz x U DΓ*

/or all (n — i — l)-sΐrap£e# τ. TAe^ ^e feαve a piecewise-linearization

PROOF. It is easy to see that the union

(\JE(σ)M)\JF
\σ>τ J

is a (n — l)-dimensional homotopy sphere. If % ^ 6, by the Poincare
conjecture, it is the natural sphere. It is the boundary of the natural
disc D?. If n = 5, it is the boundary of a contractible PL-manifold D?
([3], [5], [10]). We define #(τ) by D?. The map

ί(i) U uτ: dE(σ) — (LAr x D*-^1 U CLΛτ x S**-*-1) = dD(σ)
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can be extended to vτ: E(σ) —• D(σ) since both are contractible. We
define NH+1) by

and

>: N{t) U ( U E(τ)) - M{t+ι) = Mtt) (J

by ί(<) U (U Vv) Then (N{i+1), t(<+1)) is a piecewise-linearization by the
Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3.

5. Construction of N(i) for i ^ 4. Since ikζ, AT,, Λf8 are PL-manifolds,
we take them as JVi, N2 and iSΓ3 respectively. Hence N{z) = Λf(8, and

is the identity.
Let σ be an (n — 4)-simplex. Then Nd(σ) is PL-homeomorphic to

Lk(σ) x DΛ~4. Since iί^ = Lk(σ) is a PL-homology 3-sphere, there exists
a parallelizable PL-manifold L4 with boundary iϊ^. We have a normal
cobordism (/,/)

/: (L4 x Sn~\ HI x S*-β) — (Cίίσ

3 x SΛ"δ, HI x S*"δ),

where /1 HI x SΛ~5 is the identity. By the Proposition 2.2, there exists
a pair of (φ(n — 5) + 2)-ads of PL-manifolds

(F,Fω,\JFr), (dF,dF{ι)9\JdFr)

with

(dF, dFιt)f U dFr) = {HI x Sn~\ HI x SΓΛ ^ ί x U Aw"5)

and a (TΓJ, ίί^ί-equivalence of the pairs of (φ(n — 5) + 2)-ads

h: {(F, F ( 1 ) , U Fr), (3F, dFω, U dF7)}

~+{(CHo x S»-*.CHσ x SΓΛ CHσ x U A"^), (3F, dF{ι), \J dFτ)}

with Λ-1 dF = identity. Since it holds for all (n — 4)-simplex σ, by Lemma
4.4, we have a piecewise-linearization (NU), tU))

tU)' NU)-+ MU) .

6. Construction of N{δ) —first step—. We now construct (N{6), ί(6))
for n ^ 8. Let σ be an (n — 5)-simplex. Then Lk(σ) is a 4-dimensional
homological homology sphere.
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LEMMA 6.1. The homological homology sphere Lk(σ) is pseudo-cellu-
larly equivalent to a ^.-dimensional PL-homology sphere L(σ).

PROOF. The obstruction to the existence of pseudo-cellularly equiva-
lent PL-manifold to Lk(σ) lies in the 0-chain C0(Lk(σ), Sίf*) (see [8]). But
since Lk(σ) is a homology sphere, the obstruction chain is a boundary.
Hence to each 1-simplex a of Lk(σ), there exists an element a(a) e
such that, to any 0-simplex β of Lk(σ), we have

[a, β]a(a) = {Lk(β, (Lkσ))} e

where [a, β] denotes the incidence number. Let Ha be a 3-dimensional
homology sphere which represents — a(a). In Lk(σ), there exists the
dual cell

((Lka)*pt.) x Dι = D*x Dι .

We make a new manifold

(Lk(σ){3) - (((Lka)*pt.) x D1) \J (Ha - D*) x D1 .
S2XD1

We do this process for all 1-simplexes of Lk(σ) and we denote by K(σ)
the resulting manifold. The boundary of K(σ) is a disconnected PL-
manifold, the order of the component being equal to the number of 0-
simplexes of Lk(σ). A component of dK(σ) has the form

Lk(σ){2)\j(u(Ha-D*)).
52 \cc>β J

It is a 3-dimensional PL-homology sphere. We denote it by Hβ. By our
construction it is the boundary of an acyclic PL-manifold Wβ. We define
L(σ) by]

L(σ) = K(σ)[J(\JWβ).

Then L{σ) is a 4-dimensional PL-homology sphere pseudo cellularly equiva-
lent to Lk(σ). The proof of the lemma finishes.

By taking the join a*σ and /3*σ, we have a 1-1 correspondence be-
tween the set of 1-simplexes of Lk(σ) and the set of (n — 3)-simplexes
λ*~3 so that λw~3 > σn~δ and a 1-1 correspondence between the set of 0-
simplexes of Lk(σ) and the set of (n — 4)-simplexes μn~* so that μn~4 >
σn~*. By this correspondence, we write Ha, Hβ, Wβ by Hλσ, Hμσ and Wμσ.
Then we have

L{σ) = K{σ) U (U
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We think (HXσ - Dz) x D1 to be a 3-handle of L(σ) and we denote the
union for all λ > σ by L(σ)3. Further we think Wμσ to be a 4-handle of
L(σ) and we denote its union for all μ > σ to be L{σ\. As usual we
define

L(<7)(3) = L(σ){%) U L(σ\

L(σ)U) = L(<J) ( 3 ) U L{σ\ .

Since any 4-dimensional PL-homology sphere is the boundary of a
contractible PL-manifold ([3], [5], [10]), we have a contractible manifold P(σ)
such that dP(σ) = L(σ). We want to attach P(σ) x D71"5 on L(σ) x D*"6

to the attaching place NU)(σ).
We have

N2(σ) = L{σ\ x D^"5

N,(σ) = U ((Lka)*pt.) x D1 x Dn~6

where α moves all 1-simplex of
On the other hand

L(σ)3 - U (Hλσ - Dl) x D1

L(σ)3 x D - δ = U {HXσ - A3.) x ^ x £ * " * .

If we a t tach N3(σ) and L((τ)3 x Dn~* on S2 x D1 x Dn~δ by the identity,

we have manifolds

{(Hλσ - A3

σ) U i?3} x D1 x Dn~* = HXσ x D1 x Dn~*.

Its boundary is Hλσ x Sn~5 = HXσ x (S° x JDW"5 U f f x SΛ"6). We have an
(φ(n - 6) + 3)-ad

(HXσ x S»-\ HXσ x S° x Dn-\ HXσ x & x SfiT6, U HXσ x Z)1 x DΓ β ) .

Since HXσ is the boundary of the 4-dimensional parallelizable manifold
KXσ, we have a normal map (/, /) where

/ : (KXσ x Sn-\ HXσ x Sn~>) - (CHXσ x Sn~\ HXo x Sn~>) .

By the remark after the proposition of § 2, we can change / rel HXσ x
Sn~δ to a (π19 iϊ*)-equivalence of pair of (φ(n — 6) + 3)-ad.

Let {(LXσ9 LXσo U LXσi, LXσ{1), \J LXoτ),

(dLXσ, d(LXσo U LXσι), dLXσ(1), U dLXστ)}

be the resulting pair of (φ(n — 6) + 3)-ad, where

(dLXσ, d(LXσo U LXσi), dLXσ{1), U dLXoτ)

= (HXσ x Sn~\ HXσ x S° x Dn~\ HXo x D1 x S ^ U HXσ x D1 x Dn~β) .
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Since the dimension is greater than 4, by the Poincare conjecture, we
know that

Hλσ x JD-* U LXσ
HλoxS*~*

is PL-homeomorphic to Sn~\ It is the boundary of the natural disc Dn

λσ

dDt = HXσ x Dn~4 U Lλσ .

We attach Dn

λσ to P(σ) x Dn~* by the identity on (Hλσ - Dl) x Dn~4 for
all λ such that λ > σ.

Let us denote by F(σ) the resulting manifold

F(σ) = P(σ) x Dn~* \J (\J Dn

λσ)

dF(σ) = (L(σ) - Int (HXσ - Dλσ) x D1) x Dn~* U P(σ) x Sn~*

U ( U ( i i . U Dl x D*-4))

- (L(σ)(2) U L(σ)4) x Dn-> U P(σ) x S""6

U ( U On., U L 2 β l U L i β ( 1 ) U (U i ^ ) ) ) U Dl x .D"- ' .

We define F(σ)ω, F(σ\ and F{σ\ by

= L(σ) ( 2 ) x D»-5

= U Dl x D"-'

F(σ)t = L(σ)4 x D"" 5 U ( U i i . β U Liβ) .
\λ>o /

There exists two (n — 4)-simplexes μ0 and μ1 such that λ > μt > 0, i = 0, 1.
We can naturally write L;σo = Lλμoσf LXθί = L^1<7. We have the cellular
decomposition on P(σ) x Sn~6. The cellular decomposition mod 1-skeleton
Lλσ{1) U (U Lλoτ) coincides on (Hλσ - Dl) x D1 x Sw~4 with that of P(σ) x

We have

^(^4 Π F(σ)iz) = \J Hμx Dn~h (disjoint)

where

F(σ)w = ^(σ) ( 2 ) U F(<7)8 and i ί , = Lk(a, Lk{σ)) ,

jw = a*σ.

7. Construction of ΛΓ(5) —second step—. By the construction of the
previous section, we have F(σ){3) and F(σ)4 so that

F(σ)w = Nd(σ).
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We should attach F(σ)t to N4(a). We have constructed N4(σ) in § 5,
which is a union of E(μ){σ) for all (n — 4)-simplexes μ > σ. We have

dE(μ){σ) = Hμx
HμXSn~G

where Lμ

n-β) is a PL-manifold (T^, if*)-equivalent to CHμ x S71"6 with
boundary Hμ x Sw~6. We have

Uσ) Π Nw(σ) = F(σ), n F(σ)w

= U Hμ x Z)w"5 (disjoint) .
μ>σ

Now let

r., = (τr,.χi?— u ί u ϋ ) U ,
\ (H}σ-Dλσ)XDn-δ \λ>σ / / HμXDn-S

Then

We have

SYσμ = ( Wμσ x S^-6 U ( U Lλμσ)) U lΐ1-6'
\ (Hχσ—Dχa) xSn—β \μ>σ / / HμxDn~5

where

L , , . = dLλμσ - Hλσ x Dn~δ.

By our construction, it is easy to see that (Yσμ, dYσμ) is (πl9 i2*)-equivalent
to

(CHμ\j((\JCHλ.) U WΔ) x (D«~\ S*-*) .

Further it is simple homology equivalent over

Z{πλ{CHμ U ((U CHλσ) U Wμσ))).

Since n ^ 8, they are simple homotopy equivalent. Note that

CHμ\J{{\JCHλμ)\JWμσ)

is a homological homology sphere of dimension 4. We denote it by Kσμ.
On 37^, we have a cellular decomposition mod 1-skeleton which is

defined by the decompositions of the boundary of Wμσ x Sw~6, Lλμσ and
Γ(»-β)

If Γ^ is parallelizable, we can apply the result of § 3. Since Yσμ is
parallelizable as a Poincare complex, the obstruction to PL-trivialization
is
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c(σμ)e [Kaμ, F/PL] = πt(F/PL) s Z .

We define c{σ) by

c(σ) = Σ \μ, σ]c(pμ) e Z ,
μ>σ

where [μ, σ] denotes the incidence number. If c(σ) = 0, we can change
the attaching map of P(σ) x Dn~6 on L(σ) x Dn~δ in its isotopy class so
that, for all μ > σ, c(σμ) = 0. We define a chain c e Cn.δ(M; Z) by

c = Σ e(σ) .
a

LEMMA 7.1. c is a cycle.

PROOF. TO any (n — 6)-simplex 7, the sum

Σ [*, y]c(σ) = Σ [σ, Ύ] Σ [μ, σ]cσμ = 0 .
σ>γ σ>γ μ>σ

Now we suppose that it is a boundary. Then there exists a chain

such that db = c. In the construction of N4, we have started with L4 x
Sn~δ and trivial bundle v and η (§ 5). But we may take rf which is
trivial as a spherical fibration but may not be trivial as a PL-bundle.
(10.2 of [11]). The isomorphism class of such bundle is equal to
[CHI x Sn~δ/H! x Sn~δ, F/PL] = π,(F/PL) = Z. Corresponding to -b(μ) e Z,
we take rf. Then we have new Nί such that the class

c'(σ) = c(σ) + d(-b)(σ) = 0 .

Hence we have

LEMMA 7.2. If c is a boundary, we can take NU) so that c(σμ) = 0
for all pairs.

Now by the result of §3, we have a manifold Zσμ with dZσμ = dYσμ

such that

(Zσμ, dYσμ) — (CKσμ x Sn 6, Kσμ x Sn 6) .

We can apply the Proposition 2.2 so that we have the cellular decom-
position mod 1-skeleton of Zσμ which extends the one on dYσμ. Since
Zσμ U Yσμ is a natural sphere, it is the boundary of w-disc Dσμ. We
define E{σ) by

E{σ) = F(σ)_JJ_(U Dσμ) .

We define E(σ)U) by
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Then NU)(σ) = E(σ)U) and we have the decomposition on 3E(σ) —
As is shown in § 4, we have a piecewise-linearization (N{δ), t{δ)) by defining

N{δ) = NU) U (U E(σ)) .
Summarizing we have

PROPOSITION 7.3. // the cyclic c e Cn_δ(M; Z) is a boundary, we have
a piecewise-linearization

tiδ):N{δ) —>M{δ) .

8. Construction of N{i) for i ^ n — 3. Suppose we have obtained
a piecewise-linearization ^ - D * . J V ^ D —• M"(P-D for 6 ^ p ^ n — 3. We want
to extend it to ί(p): ΛΓ(ί)) —• JkΓ(p,.

Let σ be an (n — p)-simplex of M, and let tlp^t) |: N{p^)(σ)-^ Mip^σ)
be the restriction of £(3,_D. Since ^ — p ^ 3, by Lemma 4.3, it is a simple
homotopy equivalence of pairs (N^^ia), dN^^iσ)) and (Hσ x Dw"2>, Hσ x
S*-*-1) where £Γσ is Lk(σ, M) which is a (p — l)-dimensional homological
homology sphere. Since Hp^^A(Hσ\ Z) = JErp_1_β(H<r; ^ ) = 0, by the result
of [8], if, is simple homotopy equivalent to a PL-homology sphere Kσ.
By the embedding theorem up to homotopy (see 11.3 of Wall [11]), we
can embed Kσ in N^^iσ). The normal block bundle T(σ) is homotopically
trivial. Let

c(σ)e[Hσ, Gn

be the obstruction to a PL-trivialization. If c(σ) is zero, the normal
block bundle is trivial and the boundary dN{9^)(σ) is PL-homeomorphic
to Kσ x Sn~v~ι by the s-cobordism theorem. We have a chain

c = Σfi(σ)

in

We will show that this is a boundary. We need the following. Let
{Xj} be the set of simplexes in M such that λy > σ. The union U D(Xj)
in Λf(p_D is an ^-dimensional homology manifold which is a total space
of a homology cobordism bundle (Martin-Maunder [12]) over LJc(σ). It is
a trivial bundle and especially it is a stable trivial spherical fibration.
We denote U D(Xj) by MBiσ). We have also the union U ^(λ^ ) in JV(p_1)f

which we denote by NR{σ). The restriction of ί(P_1} on NR(σ) maps NB{σ)
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onto MB{σ). By the same way as the proof of Lemma 4.3 and the remark
after that, we have the following.

LEMMA 8.1. The restriction

t(P-,) |: (NBlσ)9 dNR{σ)) —(MR{σ), dMR{σ))

is a simple homotopy equivalence of pairs.

Consequently (NR{σ), dNR{σ)) defines a stable parallelizable spherical
fibration over Hσ. We can embed Kσ in NB(σ) so that the embedding
Kσ—+NR(σ) is a simple homotopy equivalence (11.3 of [11]). It has a
normal block bundle S(σ). By the s-cobordism theorem, NR{σ) is PL-
homeomorphic to S(σ). Since it is stably homotopically trivial, the
obstruction to the stable PL-trivialization lies in

[H., F/PL] S πUF/PL) .

Let e(σ) e π^F/PL) be the obstruction. Consequently we have the
chain

e = Σ e(σ) e Cn
a

LEMMA 8.2. The chain e is a boundary.

PROOF. Let NR(σ){p_2) denote the intersection

NRlσ) n N{p_2).

Then the inclusion NR(σ){p_2) -+NR{σ) induces the homomorphism

h: [NR(σ), F/PL] - [NR{σ){p_2), F/PL] .

But [NR{σ), F/PL] = [H.f F/PL] = π^F/PL), and NR{σHp_2) is homoto-
pically (p — 2)-dimensional. Hence the map h is trivial. Consequently
we have a PL-trivialization on NR{σ){p_2). We can extend this triviali-
zation on NmσΊ^p_2) for all (n — p)-simplexes & in M. Hence each ob-
struction e(σ) comes from (n — p — l)-simplexes which shows that e is a
boundary.

LEMMA 8.3. e(σ) = c(σ) e π^F/PL).

PROOF. T(σ) may be regarded as an embedded PL-manifold in dS(σ).
Hence S(σ) is equal to the Whitney sum of T(σ) with a trivial 1-dimen-
sional bundle. Then the stabilization isomorphism

maps c(σ) to e(σ).
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Consequently, the chain c is a boundary. By the same argument as
in the construction of N{δ), we can change the attaching of iV(3,_υ to N(p.2)

so that c(σ) is zero for all {n — p)-simplex σ.
Now suppose c(σ) is zero. Then N^^iσ) is PL-homeomorphic to

Kσ x Sn~p-\ By [3], [5], [10], we have a contractible PL-manifold Wo so
that dWσ = Kσ. We have a normal map (/,/) where

/: (Wσ x S-'-\ if, x S^- 1) — (Cffσ x S*-p-\ Hσ x S^"^1) .

We can apply the Proposition 2.2. We have a PL-manifold Z, with
dZσ = Kσ x S""*'1 and the cellular decomposition mod 1-skeleton. We
can apply Lemma 4.4 to the construction of t{p) and N{9). We have
obtained the following.

PROPOSITION 8.4. // σ ^ p ^ n — 3, έfcew ίfee piecewise-linearization
t<p_i>: -Λ^P-D —•-Mip-i, cα^ 6β extended to a piecewise linearization

9. Construction of simple homotopy equivalent manifold. Suppose
we have constructed a piecewise-linearization ί(n_3): -W(»_8)—*Λf(H_8> for n^5.
Then ί{%_3) |: δiV^-a) —•3M(Λ_3) is a simple homotopy equivalence by Lemma
4.1. We have defined M{—2) by

-M;—2) = u Mj.
i ^ 2

T h e n ( 2 ) ( 3 )

Since AΓ(̂ 2) is a simple Poincare pair, it has a Spivak normal fibra-
tion [18]. The normal bundle of PL-manifold 3iSΓ(Λ_3) gives a section of
the associated bundle with fibre G/PL over dM{—2). If the section can
be extended over MG=Ϊ)9 we have a normal map over the pair {M(^r2),
dM(—2)) (See for example 10.2 of [11]).

LEMMA 9.1. // n ^ 8, the section over SJlίt^ is extendable to a
section over M{—2).

PROOF. The obstruction to an extension lies in

I W — „ , dM{—2); πUF/PL)) .

But we have

Hί(M{—2), dM{—2); Z ) = 0 j ^ n - Z

= free j = n — 2 .

Hence the first obstruction lies in the chain Cn~\M{—2), dM(—2); πn_3(F/PL)).
This obstruction is represented by the obstruction to the triviality of
stable PL-bundles over the homological homology (n — 3)-spheres in i\Γ(Λ_3)
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which represent the links of 3-simplexes of M. As in the proof of Lemma
8.2, it is a coboundary. As in § 7, we may change the construction of
i\ΓΛ_3 so that the chain is zero for all links of 3-simplexes. Similarly the
next obstruction in Hj(M{^2), dM{—2)\ π^F/PL)) is zero, for j = n — 1
and j — n.

LEMMA 9.2. Let 5 g n ^ 7. Then the section over M{—2) is extend-
able to a section over M{—2) if the obstruction in Hn_δ(M; Z) vanishes.

PROOF. AS before, the obstructions lie in

H\M{—2), dM{—2); πUF/PL))

for n ^ j ^ n — 2, j ^ 5. If 5 tί n ^ 6, the non-zero element is only in

H\M,—2)f 3M(—2); π IF I PL)) = Hn.δ(M{—2); Z)
= Hn_δ(M; Z) .

If n — 7, ίfΛ_5(lί(^r2); ϋΓ) is free. But the obstruction element in
Hn_δ(M(—2); Z) reduces to an element in Hn_δ(M; Z). We have another
obstruction in

H7(M{—2), 3Λf(5=5); π,(F/PL)) .

But this element vanishes by the same reason as in Lemma 9.2.
The obstruction in Hn_δ(M; Z) has the same nature as c of § 7. We

also denote it by the same simbol c. A homotopy theoretic interpretation
is given in § 11. The result is that

where λ(ikf) e Hn_4(M; Sίf3) is the obstruction of [8], i\£ίfz-+Z% is the
homomorphism defined by taking the mod 2 class of the 1/8 index of a
bounding PL-manifold, and β: Hn^(M; Z2) -• Hn_δ(M; Z) is the Bockstein
homomorphism.

As a corollary, it follows easily,

COROLLARY 9.3. If n — 5, the section over dM{—2) is always extend-
able over M{—2).

Now suppose that the obstruction c e Hn_δ(M; Z) is zero for n ^ 6.
Since it is a lifting of the Spivak fibration, there is a normal map φ on
Λf(»=ϊ).

Then the obstruction to make φ simple homotopy equivalence relative
to the boundary lies in

LJπ^M,—,»), ω) = Ln{n,{M\ ω) .

If this obstruction is zero, we have a PL-manifold pair (W, dN{n_3)) and
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a simple homotopy equivalence

ψ: (W, dN{n.Z)) -+ (M(—2), 3ikf(—2))

such that ψ I N{n_3) = ί(n_8>. Then we can add W to N{n_3) obtaining a
PL-manifold N which is simple homotopy equivalence to M.

Combining the results of previous sections, we have the following
theorem.

THEOREM 1. Suppose given a homology manifold M of dimension
greater than 4. // the obstruction

ceHn_δ(M;Z)

vanishes and if the obstruction in

LMM), ω)

vanishes, then M is simple homotopy equivalent to a PL-manifold.

10. Construction of (πl9 H*)-equivalent manifold. As in the previous
section, suppose that we have a piece wise-linearization

In this section, we will search for a PL-manifold N which is (πlf H*)-
equivalent to M.

At first suppose that n is odd. Then the method of previous section
goes. We have a homology surgery obstruction. But by a result of
Cappell-Shaneson (Th. 15.4 of [2]), it vanishes. Hence we have always
a (πu iϊj-equivalent homology manifold.

Now suppose n is even. Then the calculation of homology surgery
obstruction is difficult. We proceed as follows.

Let σ be a 2-simplex. In dJV(%_3), we have a distinguished submanifold
JV<—8>(ff). By Lemma 4.3, (NM)(σ), dN{n_3)(σ)) is (πlf i2*)-equivalent and
simple homology equivalent over Z^^Lkiσ))) to (Lkσ x D2, Lkσ x S1).
Then iNΓ(Λ_3)(σ) is simple homotopy equivalent to Lk(σ). Denote by Hσ the
Lk{σ) which is (n — 3)-dimensional homological homology sphere. If
w :> 8, Hn_4(Hσ; £ίfz) = 0. Then we have a PL-homology sphere Ka which
is simple homotopy equivalent to Hσ.

LEMMA 10.1. // n is even and iV(Λ_3)(σ) is parallelizable we can
embed K in N{n_3)(σ) so that the inclusion

is a simple homotopy equivalence.
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PROOF. By the result of Kato-Matsumoto [4] or Cappell-Shaneson
(Th. 8.2 of [2]), the obstruction to the existence of such embedding is
equal to the abstract surgery obstruction. If Nin^(a) is parallelizable,
it is normally cobordant to the PL-homology sphere. So the obstruction
vanishes.

Since N{n_3)(σ) is homotopically parallelizable, the obstruction c(σ) to
the stable trivialization as a PL-bundle lies in

[Hβ9 F/PL] = πn.,(F/PL)

which is zero since n is even. We can embed Ka in the interior of
N{n-Z){σ). Since the codimension is two, it has a trivial block bundle.
Let \Jσ Kσ be the disjoint union of embedded Kσ in 3i\Γ(Λ_3). We have the
disjoint union \Jσ Hσ in dM{n_3) as the core of (n — 2)-handles. By the
homotopy extension property, we may change ί(w_8) | 3iSΓ(Λ_3) by the homo-
topy so that the restriction of t(Λ_8> on Kσ maps Kσ onto Hσ by a simple
homotopy equivalence. Since Ha has trivial block bundle, we may sup-
pose that / is transverse regular on each Hσ. Consequently we may
suppose that / maps each regular neighborhood of Hσ by a bundle map
to the regular neighborhood of Kσ. Since this bundle is two dimensional,
we may think that it is a trivial bundle map.

Since Kσ is a homology sphere, it is a boundary of contractible
manifold Lσ. Let F(σ) = Lσ x D2 and attach it on the regular neighbor-
hood of Ka by the identity map on Kσ x D\ Doing this attachment for
all 2-simplex, we obtain a PL-manifold

#<.-„ = tfc..,, \j(\JF(σ)).
KσxD2 \ a J

LEMMA 10.2. We can extend the simple homotopy equivalence

to a (πlf H^-equivalence

*<—«: W—2), 3ΛΓ(W_2)) ->(M ( n_2 ), dM{n_2)) .

PROOF. If n — 6, we have already proved in § 5. We may assume
n ^ 8. As remarked before, we can homotope ί(n_8) | 3iSΓ(%_3) to a mapping
which is a bundle map of D2 x Kσ onto D2 x Hσ. Note that

{n_v - U ( D 2 x Kσ)->dM{n_3) - \J D2 x Hσ

is a (π19 iϊ*)-equivalence. Since both Lσ and CHσ are contractible, we
can extend ί(Λ_3) on (J S(D2 x Lσ) - D2 x Kσ to U ̂ (D2 x CHσ - D2 x Hσ).
Next we can extend it to the interior of handles. The resulting map
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t(n_2) is a (πίf i2*)-eQuivalence on the boundary and a simple homotopy
equivalence absolutely.

Let v be a normal bundle of dN{n_2). Then ί(w_2) | di\Γ(Λ_2) and ί(n_2) |*
give a degree one normal map.

As in the previous section,

LEMMA 10.3. Let n ^ 5. If n ^7 suppose the obstruction c in
Hn_δ(M; Z) vanishes. Then the Spivak fibration of M(^H) has a lifting
to a PL-bundle which is equal to v on 3Jlf(̂ zi).

Suppose the degree one normal map can be extended to the interior
ikf(̂ rϊ). Then ^(Af^,) is a free product of free groups of one generator
and τri(Λf(^ΐ,) = 0 for j ^ 2. By Proposition 1.2, the (π19 iϊ*)-surgery
obstruction is equal to the simply connected surgery obstruction. By
the plumbing theorem, we can always sum the plumbed manifold so that
the obstruction vanishes.

Hence we have

PROPOSITION 10.4. Let n ^ 5 and suppose given a piecewise lineari-
zation

If n 5̂  7 suppose the obstruction c in Hn_5(M; Z) vanishes. Then we
have a PL-manifold N and a (πlf H^-equivalence

P.N-+M

which is an extension of ί(Λ_3).

Combining the result of previous section, we have

THEOREM 2. Suppose given a homology manifold M of dimension
greater than 4. // the obstruction

ceHn_δ(M;Z)

vanishes, then M is (πlf H^-equivalent to a PL-manifold N.

11. Calculus of the obstruction c(M) 6 Hn_δ(M; Z). Let us denote by
HOM the s. s. complex of stable homology cobordism bundle ([12], [14]).
We have naturally the s. s. complex F/HOM, HOM/PL which are the
group of homotopically trivial homology automorphism or homologically
trivial PL-automorphism of Rn, n: large, respectively. We have a fibra-
tion

HOM/PL -* F/PL — F/HOM

and an exact sequence
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— π3{HOM/PL) — πd(F/PL) — πd(F/HOM) — π^HOM/PL) .

By the result of [8], we can directly deduce that*},

PROPOSITION 11.1.

πάHOM/PL) = ^ T 3 j = 3

= 0 otherwise .

Consequently we have a short exact sequence

(1) 0 > π ,{FI PL) — π4(F/HOM) — J T 3 > 0 .

As is shown in [8], by taking the link of every (n — 4)-simplex, we
have the obstruction

X(M) = Σ σ <g> {Lk(σ)} e Hn.4(M; <%?*)
σ: (n—4)-simplexes of M

to the existence of a pseudo-cellularly equivalent PL-manifold. Associated
to the exact sequence (1), we have an element,

d\(M) e Hn_δ(M; π<(F/PL)) = Hn.δ(M; Z) .

On the other hand, in §§ 7, 9 we have reached the obstruction

c(M)eHn_δ(M;Z)

to the construction of N{δ).

PROPOSITION 11.2.

d\(M) = c(M) .

PROOF. We must recall the construction of N(6) for n ^ 8. First we
have constructed NU), which is just equal to a choice of a chain de

; π^F/HOM)) such that

The boundary

d(qod) e CΛ_5(M; π4(F/HOM))

is equal to taking the characteristic class of the union NU)(σ) as a homo-
logy bundle for each (n — 5)-simplex σ. Hence to take its characteristic
class as a PL-bundle is just equal to the choice of ee Cn_δ(M; π4(F/PL))
so that

poe = d(q°d) .

By the definition of the boundary

This is suggested to the author by Takao Matumoto. See [24].
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d\(M) = {e} 6 Hn-iM\ π4(F/PL)) .

Since we have defined the class c(M) e Hn_δ(M; π£F/PL)) by {e}, we obtain
the proposition. For 5 ̂  n ̂  7, the proof is similar.

Let TOP be the structure group of stable topological micro-bundle.
By the work of Kirby-Siebenmann [13], we have

π j(TOPIPL) = Z2 j = 3

= 0 otherwise .

Consequently the exact sequence

(2) 0 — π IF I PL) — π£F\ TOP) — πz (TOPI PL) -+ 0

is equal to the exact sequence

v 9
(2') 0 >Z—-*Z >Z% >0 .

By taking the Pontrjagin class ([15]), we have a homomorphism

s: π4(F/HOM) — Z .

Let H3 be a 3-dimensional PL-homology sphere. It is the boundary of
a parallelizable manifold W. Let t(W) be the index of the homology
manifold W U CH\ Let us denote by i(£Γ3) the class of t(W) in SZ/lβZ =
Z2. Then we have a homomorphism

i: J T 3 — Z2

by i({iϊ3}) = {t(W)}. The well definedness comes from the Rohlin's Theorem
[16] (cf. Sullivan [19]).

The isomorphism r: π^F/PL) = Z and the homomorphisms s and t
define a homomorphism of the short exact sequence (1) to (2)',

πt(F/PL) > π^F/HOM) > Sίf3 > 0

o .
Let us denote by β the integral Bockstein homomorphism

β'.H^iM ZJ^H^iM Z).

It is easy to check the following,

PROPOSITION 11.3. /9°i* = 3: Hn_lM; Sίf*) — Hn_δ(M; Z).

COROLLARY 11.4. The obstruction c(M) e Hn_δ(M; Z) is two torsion,
that is,
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12. Construction of topological manifolds. Now we want to con-
struct a topological manifold. We have analogue of § 2 and § 3 by chang-
ing PL-manifold and PL-block bundle by topological manifold and (stable)
topological micro-bundle word by word. This is possible by the work of
Kirby-Siebenmann [13]. Further we can improve a (πlf iϊj-equivalence
of Proposition 2.2 to a simple homotopy equivalence. This is possible by
using the following proposition which T. Matumoto suggested to the
author and is essentially due to Siebenmann.

PROPOSITION 12.1. Let Hz be a S-dimensional homology sphere. Then
there exists a parallelizable topological manifold N with boundary home-
omorphic to Hz x S1 and a relative homotopy equivalence

g: (N, dN) ^ (CHZ x S\ Hz x S1)

such that g\dN is the identity.

PROOF. AS in the proof of Proposition 3 of [8], we have the normal
map and the surgery obstruction lies in Lδ(Z) == L4(0) = Z. But
Siebenmann proved (e.g. [22, Proposition 5.2]) the existence of closed
5-manifold W with π^W) isomorphic to Z such that, if we add W along
S\ then the surgery obstruction in Lδ(Z) = L4(0) is changed by the
element corresponding to the generator. Consequently by adding W, if
necessary, we can always finish the surgery so that the normal map is
a simple homotopy equivalence.

Further, for the global surgery we need the following which is a
corollary of more general theorem of Gappell [21].

PROPOSITION 12.2. Ln(Z* --.*Z) = LΛ(0) + Σ £»-i(0).

In the construction of N{δ), as in §7, we define an element

c'(σμ)e[Kσμ, F/TOP] = π^F/TOP) = Z

to the obstruction to the topological trivialization of Yσμ. We define
c\σ) by

and we have a chain c' e Cn-δ(M; Z) by

As before, it is a cycle.

LEMMA 12.1. c\σμ) = 2c(σμ).
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PROOF. This follows from the fact that the inclusion homomorphism

π4(F/PL)-+π4(F/TOP)

is equal to the maltiplication by two

Hence by the Corollary 11.4, we have

LEMMA 12.2. The cycle c' is a boundary.

Hence, in the construction of a topological N{δ), there is no obstruc-
tion. The construction of higher dimensional handles for topological
manifold is the same as previous.

If n is even, we can construct (n — 2)-handle by the Kato-Matsumoto,
Cappell-Shaneson Theorem. Since Ln(Z* ...*Z) = LΛ(0) + Σ^-i(O), we
can always do the plumbing so that the surgery obstruction vanishes.

Suppose given a homology manifold M of dimension n. If dM Φ φ,
suppose that there exists a neighborhood U of dM such that U is a
triangulation of topological manifold. We have the following theorems
consequently.

THEOREM 3. Suppose n > 4. If n is odd, suppose that an obstruc-
tion in

LJjt^M), ω) ,

vanishes, then M is relatively simple homotopy equivalent to a topological
manifold N with dN = dM.

THEOREM 4. If n > 4, then M is always (πίf H'^-equivalent to a
topological manifold N with dN = dM.

The Theorem 4 says that a homological manifold is equivalent to a
topological manifold in S-category of Spanier-Whitehead [17]. We may
obtain some applications from the theorem.
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